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This year, on ‘World
Environment Day 2023’,
Chalet Hotels recycled 1.7
tonnes of plastic waste as a
part our contribution
towards ‘Solutions to
plastic pollution’.



Beach Clean up Wellness Run

The Westin Mumbai Powai Lake, The Resort Mumbai, and JW Marriott Mumbai Sahar
teamed up to #MoveWell and make the planet #FreeWell. The associates of all three
hotels participated in a beach clean drive and a wellness run, ‘Run & Plog’ by the beach.



The Westin Mumbai Powai Lake went green for the day with EV
fleet that chauffeured guests in environment-friendly electric
vehicles to reduce carbon emissions.
With an EV charging station in its premises, the hotel has been
able to keep its commitment towards nature to make a greener
future.

EV FleetEV Charging Station



At Bengaluru Marriott Hotel
Whitefield, celebrations included

• Eco-friendly gifts as a token of
appreciation, such as seed
bombs, plantable pens and a
heartfelt note with seeds,
accompanied by a gratitude
message for all the esteemed
guests

• Various displays across the hotel
to spread awareness on World
Environment Day



For the associates of Bengaluru
Marriott Hotel Whitefield,

• A special sustainable food menu was
curated

• Quiz on fascinating facts about
environment was organized as a part
of the activity



At The Dukes Retreat,
Lonavala

The passionate team of associates
together cleaned the roads leading to
Monkey Point, a tourist place at
Khandala.



Four Points By Sheraton Navi
Mumbai, Vashi

• Inaugurated Herb Garden on the
World Environment day at the
Four Points Café – Wrapped

• As a token of appreciation, gifted
cloth bags to guests to encourage
them to minimize the use of
single-use plastic



The associates at Novotel Pune
Nagar Road

• Collected plastic waste in the
biodegradable bags with the help of
Team Miracle and Ruda Foundation.
This plastic waste will be further
turned into polyfuel through
Pyrolysis* process.

*Pyrolysis involves heating plastic in an oxygen-free environment, 
causing the materials to break down and creating new liquid or gas 
fuels in the process.



The Westin Hyderabad
Mindspace

Distributed a Basil Seed bomb to

all its in-house guests in order to

serve the planet earth. Seed

Bombs are a blend of soil

and seeds that makes it incredibly

easy to distribute seeds and bring

flowers to unexpected and

wasted areas. Also known as

Earth balls, the medium used to

make these can include humus or

compost.



Chalet Hotels Limited, Corporate
Office, Mumbai, celebrations
included

• Gifting DIY Kits - Grow Your
Own ‘Vertical Garden’ to
associates that goes with the
theme of this year,
#BeatPlasticPollution

• Associate engagement
activities such as video
showcasing on Mother Earth -
planet conservation, followed
by a quiz based on World
environment Day, Pictionary
game and ‘best out of waste’
competition



Social Media Outreach
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